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Expanded Service Guarantee Protects Cyvatar Members
from Expenses Associated with Ransomware, BEC, and More
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 Cyvatar today announced that it has partnered with Cysurance, a next-generation

platform delivering cyber insurance as a service to growing businesses, to offer an

enhanced service guarantee as a benefit to all customers with a silver membership or

higher.

Starting today, Cyvatar members can worry less about the high costs associated with

ransomware or business email compromise (BEC) attacks, regulatory fines, cyber legal

liability, and more. With a Cyvatar Silver, Gold, or Enterprise subscription, members

benefit from an exclusive service guarantee that pays for up to $500,000 of breach-

related costs.

“The partnership with Cysurance gives Cyvatar members a financial safety net in the

event of a successful attack,” said Kirsten Bay, Cysurance co-founder and chief

executive officer. “The added protection will enable them to manage all types of cyber

risk.”

Cyvatar already guarantees members of all levels a fully remediated, continuously clean

security environment within the first 90 days. Now, that guarantee extends to service

disruption costs related to:

Ransomware threats

Business email compromise

Compliance penalties, audit failures, and regulatory fines

Cyber legal liability expenses
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Business Interruption costs

“We’re proud to partner with Cysurance and offer our members a one-of-a-kind security

experience, one where they can get CyValue fast,” said Cyvatar Co-Founder and CEO

Corey White. “As we continue to grow and evolve our revolutionary cybersecurity-as-

service (CSaaS) offering, we have the opportunity to add more exciting benefits for our

members all for the same fixed subscription price they pay today.”

Cyvatar’s enhanced service guarantee comes bundled with all memberships starting at

the Silver subscription level. In addition to breach cost assurance, the membership also

includes:

 

 Click here to learn more about Cyvatar and Cysurance’s new partnership and sign up

for Cyvatar’s robust membership offering today. 

 

About Cysurance

Cysurance is the next-generation cyber solution, protecting small businesses and their

partners through affordable cyber risk management. Built on a proprietary platform, our

program comes with a complete set of features to safeguard business continuity and

insure against loss, protecting both revenue and recovery. For more information, visit

www.cysurance.com, follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter, or email us at

info@cysurance.com.

Insurance and 360Protect offered by Cysurance, LLC. NY License #1578397. All products may not be available in all

states. This communication contains product summaries only. Coverage or protection is subject to the language of the

Ransomware protection Continuous remediation

Continuous patch

management

Threat and vulnerability

management

Monthly external vulnerability

scans

Endpoint security

CIS assessments 24/7 support
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policies and terms as actually issued. Nothing in this communication should be construed as involving the sale,

solicitation or negotiation of insurance, the provision or offer of insurance services, or the provision or offer of legal

advice or services.

 

About Cyvatar

Cyvatar is committed to effortless cybersecurity for everyone. As the industry’s first

subscription-based, cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS) company, it’s our mission to

transform the way the security industry builds, sells, and supports cyber solutions. We

empower our members to achieve successful outcomes by providing expert

practitioners, market-leading technologies, and proven best practices to guarantee

business results. Our approach is rooted in a proprietary ICARM (installation,

configuration, assessment, remediation, maintenance) methodology that delivers

measurable security solutions for superior compliance and cyber-attack prevention, all

bundled into a fixed monthly subscription that members can cancel anytime. Cyvatar is

headquartered in Irvine, California, with locations around the world. Begin your journey

to security confidence at cyvatar.ai and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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